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Strategic Planning Process
SD1

SD2

SD3

12 month timeline
of accomplishments

What do we want to see in place in 3-5 years as a result of our efforts? We want to see...

Environmental
Scanning
Understanding of the
context for our work
Consensus on desired
3-5 year outcomes

What innovative, substantial actions will
deal with the underlying contradictions and move us toward our vision?

We intend to...
A

B

C

SD1

I

D

E

F

SD2
What is blocking us from moving towards our vision?

G

H

SD3

Alignment on core strategic
directions and possible
supporting initiatives

Shared agreement around
key challenges to progress

Consensus on
desired 3-5 year
outcomes

Today's Agenda
Environmental
Scanning
(Part 2)

Strategic
Planning

Staff
Implementation
Planning

5:00

Opening Welcome & Process Review

5:25

Confirming our Focus Question

5:35

Environmental Scanning Pt 2/Recap

5:45

City Data Dive: Insights & Implications

7:15

Break

7:25

Exploring Community Input

8:50

Reflection & Close

Our Planning Focus

Rowing harder doesn't help
if the boat is headed in the
wrong direction.

partnership

collaboration
beyond "work"

team

gov't AND
community
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survives into
the future

ongoing

strongest voices

long
term

looking
ahead

Kenichi Ohmae

whole
group

funding

consistency
in staff

agendas

Environmental Scanning
An assessment tool
Builds shared awareness and
baseline knowledge
Combines perspectives to
create a holistic picture
Gets groups in sync
Prepares group for future work

What is going on around us that we need to HEED or pay attention to?
Inflation
(gas/housing/col)
fear of financial

Disproportionate
influence groups leading
change (not really
representing "mass"

lack of affordable
housing - missing
middle housing

New work force have
forward thinking ideas,
tech expectations, and
community in

Supreme Court conservative
ideology

extreme political
switches/swings
intelligent
vehicles &
equipment
critique of our funding
structures, how
inadequate for our
growth

need for proactive
emergency plans:
virus, heatwaves etc

Horizon

Climate Resiliency
Policy (EV
Infrastructure)

policing/ security
strategies

Economy: Small
businesses, Gas
powered vehicles

How PaRCS + other
delivers services
and type of services

Affordability
(homes, food,
services, etc)

How we mentor
next generation
of leaders

Everyone works
in an office

Use of
transit

Benefits
especially post
Roe v Wade

Single family
zoning and strip
mall development

mutual respect
& civility

Cities designed
for cars

Listen to
loudest voices

community
meetings (in
person)

Meeting format
and progression

Volunteer council
members and
commissions

monolithic
identities

Equity &
Social Justice

we're a contract
city for policing

Enhanced
Federal Funding

Emphasis on
Maintenance of
what we have

core group of long
term staff,
invested expertise

Use of recycled
materials in
infrastructure

Willingness to
challenge
data/facts

Scrappy
overwork culture

Global Shocks Heightened
Anxiety

unfunded mandates
from federal and
state level

expanding of missing
middle housing &
expanding single
family zoning

housing first
policies &
restorative justice

addressing
homelessness, youth
gang violence and
saftey

small groups
wielding political
power/pressure

treating mental
health &
substance use

community
engagement beyond
the public notice

community
participatory
budgeting
emerging tech that
impacts work &
city services/staff

universal or
guaranteed basic
income
weather
situations tied to
climate change

Hybrid/Remote
Work

Emerging

on demand
expectations,
immediate gratification

Functioning by
gut feeling
instead of data

"do more with
less" expectation

a foody
paradise

500 page
council packets

small & local
businesses

maintenance
responsibilities

Established

Disappearing

City Data
Community Demographics
Cost of Living
Public Safety
Budget Trends
COVID Health Impacts
COVID Economic Impacts

Community Input

City Data: Group Instructions
20
min

GOAL: Review and analyze the data for key insights.
Click the blue arrow below to move to your group's
corresponding Miro workspace for further instructions.

Community
Demographics

CM Matta
Emily
Casey

Cost of Living

CM Sarah
Carolyn
Susan

Public Safety

DM Schilling
Ted
Garmon

Budget Trends

Mayor Aragon
Eric
Adolfo

COVID
Health Impacts

CM Moore
Cathy
Maiya

COVID
Economic Impacts

CM Garcia
Chris
Colleen

Community Demographics
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Individually, quietly
review the data for 3
minutes. Drag a star to
any data point that catches
your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful,
concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss and
quickly capture 3-4 key data
points on stickies. What are
a few key facts the larger
group needs to be aware of
within this data?
3. As a group, dig deeper
and note your insights.
What implications does this
data have for city planning?
What recommendations
would you make?
4. Choose a reporter to
give brief highlights from
your team.

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

What are 3-4 key points the
larger group needs to
understand from this data?
need to focus on high
school graduation rate
and connections to
other issues

fewer people
with higher
education in city

combine all language
datas - higher than it
appears

did our budget
increase sufficiently
to serve pop increase

median income is
less than median
King County $

Top employers: 1)
health care, 2) retail,
3)food service,
4)education (2018 PSRC)

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?
how do we expand higher
paying job opportunities
with a need for more
education workforce

expand language
access for city
services

ensure budget
reflects population
service needs

ensure taxation
doesn't burden
low income

The poverty rate fell
between 2010 and 2020.
Why? Is there success
to be identified?

have to have a solid
foundation (don't
chase shiny objects)

how are we defining
higher ed, make sure
we're not limiting
ourselves

Cost of Living
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Individually, quietly
review the data for 3
minutes. Drag a star to
any data point that catches
your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful,
concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss and
quickly capture 3-4 key data
points on stickies. What are
a few key facts the larger
group needs to be aware of
within this data?
3. As a group, dig deeper
and note your insights.
What implications does this
data have for city planning?
What recommendations
would you make?
4. Choose a reporter to
give brief highlights from
your team.

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

What are 3-4 key points the
larger group needs to
understand from this data?
Would like to understand
the implications of the
market on rental housing.

Median housing prices
going up everywhere,
not just here

Transportation is part of this
- households spend 16% of
income p transport so
transport oriented housign is
important

Need to understand the state
condominium dis-incentive
and figure out how to create
more affordable ownership
options.

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?
Most of our housing
stock is single family
or detached housing.

Think about how to
increase inventory
that is affordable.

Integrate more
housing types at all
levels of affordability

This is much bigger than
only Burien but we need
to look internally too at
what can we do

infrastructure to
support
population growth

Intergenerational
wealth is challenge
without ownership
opportunities

Focus on what
we can effect as
a City

removing barriers to
process to make it
quicker and cheaper to
build

Jobs within the city
- economic development,
Improve proximity of
housing to jobs

our housing crisis
is of the utmost
importance

potential
foreclosures on
horizon

On horizon, potential
foreclosures due to
inflation, mortgage
fluctuation, etc…

Rental Market: National experts say higher rents are likely
from booming demand due to housing purchase prices
being high leaving would-be buyers in rentals, an influx of
wealthy renters, rent freezes during pandemic.

follows a report released yesterday
by Apartment List that found that
the cost of rental housing in several
cities within King County increased
by a range of 14.8% to 20.9% over
the past year.

Public Safety
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Individually, quietly
review the data for 3
minutes. Drag a star to
any data point that catches
your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful,
concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss and
quickly capture 3-4 key data
points on stickies. What are
a few key facts the larger
group needs to be aware of
within this data?
3. As a group, dig deeper
and note your insights.
What implications does this
data have for city planning?
What recommendations
would you make?
4. Choose a reporter to
give brief highlights from
your team.

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

What are 3-4 key points the
larger group needs to
understand from this data?
Investments in
Police are Lowest
in South King

Response times
are resource
dependent

Crime Rate
is Rising

Investments impact
public perceptions
of safety

disproportionate
changes among S
King County cities

would like to know more
about specific types of
crime increasing during
COVID

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?
Strategy is
future oriented

Investments need
to reflect the
growth of the city

Perception of safety is
correlated with
additional investments

Businesses would be
more supportive of night
business- activating the
community

BPD carrying
substantial vacancies
since COVID

Need to explain
relationship between
police and county

Public expectations
vs. realities of
resource limitations

increase in services
needs to be developed
in partnership with KC
agency

Public safety is
a team sport

reconsider equity-
based property tax
approach post covid

Budget Projections
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Individually, quietly
review the data for 3
minutes. Drag a star to
any data point that catches
your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful,
concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss and
quickly capture 3-4 key data
points on stickies. What are
a few key facts the larger
group needs to be aware of
within this data?
3. As a group, dig deeper
and note your insights.
What implications does this
data have for city planning?
What recommendations
would you make?
4. Choose a reporter to
give brief highlights from
your team.

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

What are 3-4 key points the
larger group needs to
understand from this data?
structural
imbalance in the
general fund
there are potential actions
available to address this,
council directed and voter
approved actions

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?
key to establish
the city priorities,
i.e strategic plan
voter approval steps
take time, consider
how to share &
progress

be clear on
community
needs

opportunity to
look for ideas
from other cities

critically important to
address the shortfall and we
need to consider increasing
revenue before it's an
emergency

not nickle and dime
with small increases,
or big picture

progressive
sources vs
regressive

COVID Health Impacts
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Individually, quietly
review the data for 3
minutes. Drag a star to
any data point that catches
your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful,
concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss and
quickly capture 3-4 key data
points on stickies. What are
a few key facts the larger
group needs to be aware of
within this data?
3. As a group, dig deeper
and note your insights.
What implications does this
data have for city planning?
What recommendations
would you make?
4. Choose a reporter to
give brief highlights from
your team.

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

What are 3-4 key points the
larger group needs to
understand from this data?
Vaccine rates are
positive in So
King/Burien

Minority Groups
higher rates of Covid
cases and rate

COVID cases
affecting staffing
and services

Large % of Burien
population has
had covid

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?
Covid has
changed worker
expectations

Continue Covid
Outreach to
Minority groups

Acquire robust
staffing to cover
staff shortages

Numbers do not
represent real
numbers of those
affected.

primary sources
of employment in
"frontline" jobs

COVID impact
and fatigue is
REAL

staffing problems
across vendors
and partners

ongoing shifts in how
we do business as a
city and how comm'ty
accesses services

lasting impact on
community, health
effects and economic

still in pandemic,
need to focus on
mitigation

emergency
response taking
overflow

interdependence
with county
public health

demographics of
Burien are at higher
risk for COVID impacts
that other parts of KC

mental health
impacts

COVID Economic Impacts
What are 3-4 key points the
larger group needs to
understand from this data?

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Individually, quietly
review the data for 3
minutes. Drag a star to
any data point that catches
your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful,
concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss and
quickly capture 3-4 key data
points on stickies. What are
a few key facts the larger
group needs to be aware of
within this data?
3. As a group, dig deeper
and note your insights.
What implications does this
data have for city planning?
What recommendations
would you make?
4. Choose a reporter to
give brief highlights from
your team.

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

data isn't reflective of
all fund
sources/investments

Businesses still
need assistance
in COVID recovery

a significant amount of
ARPA funds have
already been invested
in public safety

need to invest in
other priority
need areas

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?

$2.07M

potentially leverage future
ARPA investment for
businesses on tenant
improvements or equipment
investments with matching

there are other
priorities to invest
ARPA in addition to
public safety

• If ARPA funds are used
for small business grants:
use lessons learned from
CARES fund distributions

Make investments
easy for agencies
to implement

Make grants easy
for businesses to
apply for

consider adding
additional tenant
protections to keep
people housed

need for business
assistance
continues

prioritize helping
businesses adapt to
future uncertainties

Insights & Implications from City Data
Demographics
need to focus on high
school graduation rate
and connections to
other issues

ensure budget
reflects population
service needs

have to have a solid
foundation (don't
chase shiny objects)

how do we expand higher
paying job opportunities
with a need for more
education workforce

ensure taxation
doesn't burden
low income

expand language
access for city
services
The poverty rate fell
between 2010 and 2020.
Why? Is there success
to be identified?

Top employers: 1)
health care, 2) retail,
3)food service,
4)education (2018 PSRC)

Budget Projections
there are potential actions
available to address this,
council directed and voter
approved actions

key to establish
the city priorities,
i.e strategic plan

voter approval steps
take time, consider
how to share &
progress

be clear on
community
needs

opportunity to
look for ideas
from other cities

critically important to
address the shortfall and we
need to consider increasing
revenue before it's an
emergency

not nickle and dime
with small increases,
or big picture

progressive
sources vs
regressive

Cost of Living

Public Safety

Most of our housing
stock is single family
or detached housing.

Think about how to
increase inventory
that is affordable.

Integrate more
housing types at all
levels of affordability

This is much bigger than
only Burien but we need
to look internally too at
what can we do

infrastructure to
support
population growth

Intergenerational
wealth is challenge
without ownership
opportunities

Focus on what
we can effect as
a City

removing barriers to
process to make it
quicker and cheaper to
build

Jobs within the city
- economic development,
Improve proximity of
housing to jobs

potential
foreclosures on
horizon

On horizon, potential
foreclosures due to
inflation, mortgage
fluctuation, etc…

COVID Health Impacts
Covid has
changed worker
expectations

Continue Covid
Outreach to
Minority groups

Acquire robust
staffing to cover
staff shortages

Numbers do not
represent real
numbers of those
affected.

primary sources
of employment in
"frontline" jobs

COVID impact
and fatigue is
REAL

staffing problems
across vendors
and partners

ongoing shifts in how
we do business as a
city and how comm'ty
accesses services

lasting impact on
community, health
effects and economic

still in pandemic,
need to focus on
mitigation

interdependence
with county
public health

demographics of
Burien are at higher
risk for COVID impacts
that other parts of KC

mental health
impacts

demands on
healthcare and mental
health facilities

COVID is still impacting
everything: business,
health, demographics

Investments need
to reflect the
growth of the city

Perception of safety is
correlated with
additional investments

Businesses would be
more supportive of night
business- activating the
community

BPD carrying
substantial vacancies
since COVID

Need to explain
relationship between
police and county

Public expectations
vs. realities of
resource limitations

increase in services
needs to be developed
in partnership with KC
agency

reconsider equity-
based property tax
approach post covid

Strategy is
future oriented

our housing crisis
is of the utmost
importance

COVID Econ Impacts
potentially leverage future
ARPA investment for
businesses on tenant
improvements or equipment
investments with matching

there are other
priorities to invest
ARPA in addition to
public safety

• If ARPA funds are used
for small business grants:
use lessons learned from
CARES fund distributions

Make investments
easy for agencies
to implement

Make grants easy
for businesses to
apply for

consider adding
additional tenant
protections to keep
people housed

need for business
assistance
continues

prioritize helping
businesses adapt to
future uncertainties

community needs
must be central to
the decision making

equity and equality targeting to places
of greatest need

budget: how will
we fund the needs
of our community?

Anything else we CLEARLY
need to plan for?

Community Input
What do you treasure
about Burien?

What makes it hard
to live here?

What change would
you like to see?

What could city government do to make Burien a better place to live?
2 in-person community
conversations:
~20 people

2 days at Burien
farmer's market:
116 people

Para los Niños
partnership for
community
conversations

Community survey
to be presented
next session

Community Input: Group Instructions
GOAL: Review and analyze the community input for key insights.
1. Click the blue arrow below to move to your group's starting workspace.
2. Follow the instructions there to review the data.
3. When the Miro timer dings, continue clockwise around the circle until you have
reviewed all 3 sections.
4. If you have extra time, we will reveal a 4th piece of data at the center of the loop.
What do you treasure about
Burien?

What makes it hard
to live here?

What change would you
like to see?

Schilling

Aragon

Moore

Casey

Matta

Emily

Chris

Garmon

Adolfo

Carolyn

Colleen

Eric

Ted

Garcia

Cathy

Susan

Maiya

Sarah

8-12 minutes
per round

INSTRUCTIONS:

What do you treasure about Burien?

What do you want to preserve and protect?

1. Individually, quietly review the data for 1 minute. Drag a
star to any data point that catches your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful, concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss insights.
What implications does this data have for city planning? What
recommendations would you make?

What's "the story" here,
in a sentence?
people value
relationship,
community, small town
feeling

Like small town feel
and how small
businesses contribute
to that.

Strong focus on
open space and
parks.
People's
environment makes
them feel safe

Overall people
are positive about
living here.

multicultural
community is
valued

Community and
government is
accessible to them.
Preserving the top 3
items in graphic
Quality of life, public
ammericites, parks

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?

I love our small town
feel of the downtown
core while still feeling
cosmopolitan.

Trees and a commitment to
preserving green spaces
while increasing access to
affordable housing and
prioritizing equity.

There are a lot of
centralized stores and
services close to where
I live that I can walk to

What I like about Burien is that
there are many good schools, for
example, Hazel Valley. I like that you
can always see nature, for example,
the flowers in the summer

Big city
amenities in a
small town

Services, (library)
community
center

Small town feel, parks
and recreation areas
and multi-cultural
community.

The festivals because it allows for
community interactions. The
peacefulness because the residents can
walk along the streets without worrying
about assaults. It's a multicultural city
that includes people with different
capabilities.

I like Burien because
the city is peaceful,
clean and pretty.

They are fixing
the streets

The streets are
clean and
peaceful

The streets are
clean, so are the
parks.

Seahurst
park

Small business
owners who
offer good prices

The variety of small
businesses-- not too many
chains or redundant
businesses from nearby cities

There is diversity, that
are a lot of stores with
distinct cultures

close to Puget
Sound -preserve
Seahurst Park

Business friendly
environment =
more jobs!

Food / small
businesses.

The distribution
of services - easy
access.

Everything is
centralized - stores,
busses, parks. The area
is peaceful

The festivals because it allows
for community interactions. It's
a multicultural city that includes
people with different
capabilities.

Walkability

The diverse,
multilingual
community

Open natural
spaces and
access to water.

The community feel, thriving
downtown, preserving long-
term residents while
welcoming in new.

It's safe with little
crime, my neighbors
are very nice

Police
visability

Seahurst
post office

Seahurst Beach;
the beautiful, tall
trees.

Good thrift
stores

A lot of stores close
to where I live that I
can walk to

Ma and Pa businesses
everywhere, keep it so
they can still thrive
here.

Something that I like about
Burien is that there are
many places were you can
walk calmly

Cultural
diversity

There is diversity, that
are a lot of stores with
distinct cultures

The school is bi-
lingual, peaceful
areas, libraries

Parks & rec
areas

I like that it
stays clean

Good school
district

The beach, the
library, the parks,
the farmer's market.

Eaglelanding
park

The small business
- getting to know
and support them

There is a variety of stores
offered in this beautiful city,
for example, asian, african,
american, and latin stores
and a variety of restaurants

Stores, gyms,
cultural and
organic businesses

Location,
accesibility

I treasure Burien's diversity. We have so
many people from all different
backgrounds and we should preserve
and protect all people and welcome
them to the area and make things more
accessible to non-English speaking
communities.

The diverse
community,
programs in spanish

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

Things people treasure
are the building blocks of
economic development.
work on accentuating.

continue invest in
infrastructure of what
we have (like parks,
open space)

Need to increase
access to our
"treasures" for more
people.

Need to better understand
what feeling unsafe means previous slide was focused
on safety and this slide being
more positive.

Continue to
support festivals
and events

Maintain good
small business
climate

invest in
green
invest in open
space while we
grow

Investing and
promoting our parks
more aggresively since

INSTRUCTIONS:

What
do you
treasure
about
Burien?
What
makes
it hard
to live
here?

What do you wish could be different?

1. Individually, quietly review the data for 1 minute. Drag a
star to any data point that catches your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful, concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss insights.
What implications does this data have for city planning? What
recommendations would you make?

What's "the story" here,
in a sentence?
which of these do
we have direct
impact as Council

Affordability housing /
rent - homelessness crime violence cover
over 50%

Cost, cost,
and cost

Transit still
has gaps

themes are
connected/impacted
by resources available

continuity in city
leadership/staffi
ng

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?

Lack of reasonably
priced internet and
cable, Comcast has a
monopoly

The cost of
living

The cost of rent
and food is high.

Cost of living is
high and I'm a
single mother.

I'm aware that the cost of
everything is on the rise in the
country because of inflation. The
costs in Burien are raising too much
because it is close to Seattle.

Rent is too high
and so is the
cost of houses

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

Housing and
rent cost

Help unsheltered
persons get services
and off the streets.

Violence from gang
members, robbery of
cars and they take our
tools from work.

It's not as peaceful as it
used to be. There is a
lot of robbery of cars
and homes

There are a lot of
people without homes
and they make us feel
unsafe

Slow police
response

It would be great to have more dialogue
and enhanced community engagement
with the broader community than just
the same faces and voices. That means
more ethnic populations represented,
generational diversity, and more
outreach.y.

City staff
turnover

Bus service changes,
not sure how people
get around w/o a car

Trash ~ Trash
collection should not
be optional for
residents

It's very dificult to find houses in
Burien. It would be wonderful if
we could find houses in this area
so we don't have to move so far
away.

Mortagage and
utility bills are
high

Cars broken into,
property crimes

Petty crime perception/you
see it happening

Police resources
too low

Homelessness, crime,
garbage, feeling and looking
like a ghetto. Not feeling safe
walking, or driving around
town.

Council always
changing plans

City website
navigation is hard
and info is missing

Loack of connections
to the major transit
lines from
neighborhoods

Because of COVID, the community
has a mental health crisis, especially
the youth and children. There isn't
safety in the streets, like in the
parks and including the schools

Rent is very expensive.
There are a lot of
requirements to rent
an apartment.

Rent and
basic services

Transients and
petty crime.

Theft and
homelessness.

Vandalism

There are a lot of
people living in the
streets, there are drugs

Lot's of surveys
but no results

Lack of public
transportation for
someone without a car

Needs of seniors - can't
afford cards, mobility
issues, want direct
service

Need greater emphasis on
attracting businesses (other than
restaurants). Burien needs the
nonresidential tax revenue to pay
for the services that it wants to
provide.

Cost of living like rent,
electric, telephone, and
internet services

There aren't after school
programs that are at a lower
price for single mothers and
those that don't make a lot.

Vandlism and the streets
are messy. There are many
homeless people living in
parks and bus stops.

Concerns about airport
pollution noise and
other unhealthy
environment

Would love to see more
street trees along 1st
Avenue business the
entire length of the city.

Violence in the
streets and
schools

Low police
presence

Proactive outreach and
information sharing w/
city - more accessible
info

It can feel like the City is easily
swayed by a vocal few... when
people try to express concerns,
they are steamrolled and
spoken at rather than *with*.

Getting to downtown
and 5 corners from
neighborhood is
difficult

Maintain a
database of
available housing

Focus on the
controllables council
and staff can impact

Data on Renting &
homeowners as
part of community

Need to continue to
focus on housing,
public safety

more connections to
public transportation
since it's part of
housing

Housing is a
regional issue.

Consider whether
housing is a city
concern or a regional
concern.

Transportation, parks,
human services,
schools - all
components of safety.

We can focus on city
policies that support
affordability and
housing diversity

What change would you like to see?

INSTRUCTIONS:

If you had a magic wand, what would
you like to see established or changed?

1. Individually, quietly review the data for 1 minute. Drag a
star to any data point that catches your attention. What is
surprising, hopeful, concerning, or important?
2. As a group, discuss insights.
What implications does this data have for city planning? What
recommendations would you make?

What's "the story" here,
in a sentence?
Safety needs to be addressed in
a variety of ways including
programs, services, police,
improving city cleanliness, and
infrastructure improvements.

for housing defining
our role in housing
rcrisis and resolutions
regionally

Community would like more
free programs for youth and
families to be healthy, stay
safe, build community.

knowing all the
diffrenct services and
events out there and
getting the word out

Desire for people
to collaborate
more with city.

More youth
programs.

People are
struggling to pay for
basic living costs.

What are implications or
recommendations for our work?

Better safety in
the streets. I
would change the
cost of living to it
is more
accessible.

More play
areas, (like
Lake Burien) not enough

Increase
community
collaboration pool resources for
youth and
families

Add an
affordable
community
activity center

More
sanitation
facilities

Sponsored
events in
parks by city
or otherwise

More night life
- music
outdoors in
parks and
restaurants

There are a lot of activities
for young people missing
like basketball
tournaments, bicycling, and
skateboarding. It will keep
them focused so they don't
consume drugs or rob

Add more
sidewalks to
more
neighborhoods

Create city
website that
communicates w/
residents, add
updated staff list

Council
communicate
better with
residents

A real
facility for
P/W &
Parks

Salaries are
better and
work hours
are more
accessible

Like to see the city
have more power
in regards to the
airport and skies

Promotion of
affordable
safety
measures such
as block watch

Reduce
speeding

More police
to reduce
the gangs

safe streets
and parks,
providing
services and
shelter

Support police efforts and
effectiveness to reduce
criminal activity, Reduce
homeless camps and street
presence, increase mental
health services for drug
addictive behavior

Mobile
showers

Community
broadband

Better care for
children and
those with little
resources childcare is
expensive

More book clubs in
english and spanish
because with the
pandemic, children
are delayed

More
access to
sports with
lower costs

Better
education
activities
for youth

More
summer
programs

Address
stormwater
issues outside
of Blvd. park

Add citizen
and business
concerns to
the council
agenda

More
mailed info
about city
services

Better transit
especially for
seniors from
neighborhoods

Lower gas
prices
especially
because jobs
to not pay a lot

Maintain
plantings on
152nd and
153rd and add
more

Safer parks
and more
youth and
restrooms

More help for the
homeless. More
done by the police
to stop crime and
hold people
accountable

I think we need to
work on keeping the
City clean and help
with the
homelessness and
crime issue that is
effecting residents

I would like to see a
informational news paper
with all information about
serivces and help for
citizens including hispanic
people. Improve the safety
in schools

Parks with areas
to play and sport
programs for
children. Places to
help people
without homes

One day a week for
youth in the parks
with people,
psychological and
physical education
because many youth
feel isolated

Create an urban center that has walking
opportunities to all services and
shopping. Denser housing opportunities
in the urban center to provide the
people. Housing opportunities should be
mixed, see Highline Community that was
stocked with market rate houses, condos,
townhomes in addition to rental units,
low income house and senior housing.

That there is more help
for latino families and
programs for parents,
sports and programs
for older people.
Homes for people
without homes

Better care
and
maintence
of the parks

More opportunities for
kids/teens. It is so
important to get the
youth involved in their
community and to offer
accessible activities for
them to participate in.

Free
sports
camp

I would like to
see crosswalks
for children
walking to
school

hub outside of the
downtown area,
park
improvements,
and expansion of
resources.

Re-structure the
parking along
153rd, don't like
cars in between
sidewalks

More resources ($)
to hire staff to carry
out the work
requested by
Council. Not sharing
a space with the
library.

I would like that the bus
transportation is more
safety and that there are
more traditional family
events such as 16 of
september, mexican
independence and also
free sports for kids

The cost of housing--whether it is rent or
mortgages. Even if there are new
apartment units, the prices are so high
and you are paying for a smaller,
cramped space. I wish there would be
new housing that would be available to
Burien residents first at a lower rate than
what it is now. Even if there is a new
development, those units get plucked up
by anyone outside Burien, making it
harder for existing residents to stay.

Clean the streets,
there is a lot of
garbages and
bushses, clean the
grabage and cut
the bushes

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

Desire to work with city
combined with not
knowing how to do
that

Transportation - better
ways to get around plus
more services meeting
people where they are

Evaluate ways to reduce
barriers for people to access
services (Cost, knowledge of
services, technology)

Funding for
communication
to the public

Evaluate our
demographics in
developing programs
and services.

Community loves what
we have, but they want
and need more.

communication help so we
can get word out on city
and partners (expand and
help comms team)

What should city government focus on for the next 3-5 years?

What needs further clarity or
conversation with the group?

What are your priorities?
What are implications or
recommendations for our work?

Drag a star to any data points that
particularly catch your attention.

Insights & Implications from Community Input
What treasures?
Things people treasure
are the building blocks of
economic development.
work on accentuating.

continue invest in
infrastructure of what
we have (like parks,
open space)

Need to increase
access to our
"treasures" for more
people.

Need to better understand
what feeling unsafe means previous slide was focused
on safety and this slide being
more positive.

Continue to
support festivals
and events

Maintain good
small business
climate

invest in open
space while we
grow

invest in
green
Investing and
promoting our parks
more aggresively since

What concerns?
Maintain a
database of
available housing

Focus on the
controllables council
and staff can impact

Data on Renting &
homeowners as
part of community

Need to continue to
focus on housing,
public safety

more connections to
public transportation
since it's part of
housing

Consider whether
housing is a city
concern or a regional
concern.

focus on city policies
that support
affordability and
housing diversity

Housing is a
regional issue.
Transportation, parks,
human services,
schools - all
components of safety.

What changes?
Desire to work with city
combined with not
knowing how to do
that

Transportation - better
ways to get around plus
more services meeting
people where they are

Evaluate ways to reduce
barriers for people to access
services (Cost, knowledge of
services, technology)

Funding for
communication
to the public

Evaluate our
demographics in
developing programs
and services.

Community loves what
we have, but they want
and need more.

communication help so we
can get word out on city
and partners (expand and
help comms team)

affordable
housing is coming
up repeatedly
a focus on diversity is
the right thing to do
and reflects the shift in
our demographics

safety
emphasis on investing
in youth, programs and
opportunities, mental
health support

outdoor spaces,
green spaces,
parks
homelessness and
human services
must be addressed

accessibility transportation
availability, of services,
communications etc

Environmental Scanning

Session Recap!
Insights for Strategic Planning from City Data
Community Demographics
Cost of Living
Public Safety
Budget Trends

COVID is still impacting
everything: business,
health, demographics

community needs
must be central to
the decision making

equity and equality targeting to places
of greatest need

budget: how will
we fund the needs
of our community?

COVID Health Impacts
COVID Economic Impacts

Insights for Strategic Planning from Community Input
affordable
housing is coming
up repeatedly
homelessness and
human services
must be addressed

safety

a focus on diversity is
the right thing to do
and reflects the shift in
our demographics

outdoor spaces,
green spaces,
parks

emphasis on investing
in youth, programs and
opportunities, mental
health support

accessibility transportation
availability, of services,
communications etc

taking a
strengths
approach

social determinants
are connected into so
many of the
community needs

Council being out in
the public is so
important, events,
recent park opening

Next Steps
SD1

SD2

SD3

12 month timeline
of accomplishments

What do we want to see in place in 3-5
years as a result of our work?

Session 3, July 14
What do we want to see in place in 3-5 years as a result of our efforts? We want to see...

Environmental
Scanning
Understanding of the
context for our work
Consensus on desired
3-5 year outcomes

What innovative, substantial actions will
deal with the underlying contradictions and move us toward our vision?

We intend to...
A

B

C

SD1

I

D

E

F

SD2
What is blocking us from moving towards our vision?

G

H

SD3

Alignment on core strategic
directions and possible
supporting initiatives

Shared agreement around
key challenges to progress

Consensus on
desired 3-5 year
outcomes

Closing & Next Steps
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Our next session will invite you to think expansively
about what we hope our future will hold.
We'll send you a worksheet tomorrow to help you get
started thinking about this!

Please take 5 minutes to offer
feedback on today's session

